
What I Heard about The Rock 
 
after Eliot Weinberger 
 
I heard director Michael Bay describe his cinematic technique as “fucking the frame.” 
 
I heard BBC News at 10 presenter Huw Edwards say that the Chilcot Report revealed that a 

key detail in the evidence given by an intelligence agent to MI6, which was used to 
support the decision to invade Iraq in 2003, was based on Bay’s 1996 action thriller 
The Rock.  

 
I heard that paragraph (131) in the report was spotted by cultural historian Simon Willmetts, 

who is currently researching #CIA and Hollywood cinema, according to his Twitter 
profile. 

 
I heard that Googling “chilcot” “the rock” currently produces 157,000 results.  
 
I heard David Weisberg, screenwriter of The Rock, say of the agent’s claim that chemical 

munitions such as anthrax were being stored in glass spheres, that “anybody in the 
poison gas community would immediately know that this was total bullshit – such 
obvious bullshit.” 

 
I heard Weisberg say he himself had asked an expert when researching the 1996 film: his 

stepfather, Geoffrey Kemp, who worked in national security for the Ronald Reagan 
and George Bush Sr administrations, had put him in touch with experts in chemical 
weapons. 

 
I heard Weisberg say that the green glass spheres depicted in the film were “complete 

fabrication … pure invention” to sex up the visual field because “unfortunately 
chemical weapons are very boring” to look at. 

 
I heard an unnamed aide to George W. Bush (later claimed to be Karl Rove) say “We’re an 

empire now, and when we act, we create our own reality. And while you’re studying 
that reality – judiciously, as you will – we’ll act again, creating other new realities, 
which you can study too, and that’s how things will sort out. We’re history’s actors… 
and you, all of you, will be left to just study what we do.” 

 
I heard GQ (2011), Neofilm (2012), TMZ.com (2012), Yahoo Movies (2013), Film 

Dispenser (2013), Hollywood.com (2013), Macleans (2013), Forces of Geek (2014), 
No Film School (2015), Patch (2015), WagJob (2015), and Playboy (2016) claim that 
Michael Bay is regarded as a hack but is really a “secret genius.” 

 
I heard science fiction site Dark Horizons say, “When it comes to debating Michael Bay’s 

filmography, even those who aren’t fans are usually ready to give him a pass on 
1996’s Nicolas Cage and Sean Connery action thriller The Rock.” 

 
I heard that the Criterion Collection, which describes itself as “a continuing series of 

important classic and contemporary films… dedicated to gathering the greatest films 
from around the world,” has released two Michael Bay films: The Rock and 
Armageddon (1998). Criterion has released 2/3 as many Bay films as films directed 



solo by living American female directors: Harlan County USA (Barbara Kopple, 
1976); Monsoon Wedding (Mira Nair, 2001); and Tiny Furniture (Lena Dunham, 
2010). 

 
I heard that the Criterion special edition double disc set of The Rock includes special features 

such as “Dos and don’ts of Hollywood gunplay, with Harry Humphries and Marshall 
Teague” and “The Rock world premiere on Alcatraz.” 

 
I heard Laurie Anderson say of the Homeland Security slogan, “If you see something, say 

something,” that “It sounds like Wittgenstein.” I heard it in her film Heart of a Dog, 
which the Criterion Collection have announced they will distribute on DVD, but not 
quite yet. 

 
I heard actors Megan Fox and Kate Beckinsale describe director Michael Bay’s behaviour as 

overtly sexist. I heard actor Shia LaBeouf say in response to Fox’s public comments 
that “Mike films women in a way that appeals to a 16-year-old sexuality.” 

 
I heard that actor Nicolas Cage, who plays Stanley Goodspeed in The Rock, was arrested on 

suspicion of domestic violence in 2011. I heard that actor Sean Connery, who plays 
John Patrick Mason in The Rock, beat Diane Cilento, then his wife, unconscious. I 
heard Connery tell Playboy in 1965: “I don’t think there is anything particularly 
wrong about hitting a woman – although I don’t recommend doing it in the same way 
that you’d hit a man. An openhanded slap is justified – if all other alternatives fail and 
there has been plenty of warning. If a woman is a bitch, or hysterical, or bloody-
minded continually, then I’d do it.” 

 
I heard Sir John Chilcot say military action on Iraq was not a last resort, and all other avenues 

had not been exhausted. 
 
I heard FBI biochemist Stanley Goodspeed (whose wife’s name is Carla) and British 

intelligence agent John Patrick Mason have the following dialogue: 
 

Stanley Goodspeed: I’ll do my best. 
John Mason: Your “best”! Losers always whine about their best. Winners go home 

and fuck the prom queen. 
Stanley Goodspeed: Carla was the prom queen. 
John Mason: Really? 
Stanley Goodspeed: [cocks his gun] Yeah. 

 
I heard Goodspeed and Mason’s antagonist General Hummel refer to his role on the ground 

in Operation Desert Storm. I heard him demand benefits for families of soldiers 
whose deaths during covert operations were covered up by the military. I heard that 
he occupied Alcatraz, known as The Rock. 

 
I heard that from 20 November 1969 to 11 June 1971, Native Americans took over and held 

Alcatraz Island as Indian Land, led by Richard Oakes (Mohawk), Jim Vaughn 
(Cherokee), Joe Bill (Eskimo), Ross Harden (Ho-Chunk) and Jerry Hatch, who 
arrived on 9 November and were removed by the Coast Guard. When they returned, it 
was in a group 79 strong that included actor Benjamin Bratt (Quechua), then seven 
years old, and his family. 



 
I heard that Grace Thorpe, daughter of Jim Thorpe (Sac and Fox), convinced celebrities Jane 

Fonda, Anthony Quinn, Marlon Brando, Jonathan Winters, Buffy Sainte-Marie 
(Plains Cree) and Dick Gregory to visit the island in support. I heard that the 
Proclamation issued by the occupiers ended, “it would be fitting and symbolic that 
ships from all over the world, entering the Golden Gate, would first see Indian land, 
and thus be reminded of the true history of this nation.” 

 
I heard that actor Dwayne Johnson, also known by his wrestling ring name The Rock, is the 

son of a Black Nova Scotian father, Rocky Johnson, and of Ata Johnson, daughter of 
High Chief Fanene Leifi Pita Maivia, of the Alii lineage of Malietoa. Johnson 
appeared in Michael Bay’s film Pain and Gain (2013). When Johnson missed the 
film’s premiere due to surgery for a hernia, I heard that Bay told the press that 
Johnson “needs to grow up and stop wrestling 300-pound men.” 

 
I heard that, while on the campaign trail to secure the Republican party presidential 

nomination, Donald Trump rented a movie theater in Iowa ahead of the state caucus, 
and gave away free tickets to a screening of Michael Bay’s most recent film, 13 
Hours (2016). I heard that Trump’s son Eric said that Americans should be required 
to watch the film.  

 
I heard, via the Washington Post, that “a C.I.A. spokesperson as well as a chief operative at 

the Benghazi compound tried to smear Bay’s film by arguing that a ‘stand down’ 
command was never issued.” I heard Deadline call the film “pure agenda for 
Republicans looking to paint Democratic presidential frontrunner Hillary Clinton in a 
[sic] ugly light.” 

 
I heard that Transformers, subjects of five films by Michael Bay, are robots in disguise. I 

heard legal professor Marjorie Cohn, editor of Drones and Targeted Killings, say, 
after an armed robot was used to kill a suspected sniper in Dallas on 7 July 2016, that 
this “is the militarization of the police and law enforcement – and goes in the wrong 
direction.”  

 
I heard Noel Sharkey, professor of artificial intelligence and robotics, and spokesperson for 

the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots, analyse a scene from the 2014 reboot of 
Robocop (José Padilha) in which an American robot troop descend to “secure” the 
streets in Tehran. When the robots are attacked by Iranian suicide bombers, they kill a 
child holding a kitchen knife. This causes their manufacturers to question whether to 
deploy the robots for domestic policing in the US. Padilha says that autonomous 
robots are “an issue that’s debated in philosophy. Law has to change to cope with 
technology. We don’t have a legal apparatus to deal with that yet.” In the film’s 
version of Detroit, Robocop is the law. 

 
I heard that Donald Rumsfeld wrote an internal memo in 2007 directing his staff to “link Iraq 

to Iran.” I heard Arash Norouzi list many instances in which US and UK politicians 
insisted that “Iran is not Iraq,” yoking them through the negative. 

 
I heard an unnamed aide to George W. Bush (later claimed to be Karl Rove) say “We’re an 

empire now, and when we act, we create our own reality. And while you’re studying 
that reality – judiciously, as you will – we’ll act again, creating other new realities, 



which you can study too, and that’s how things will sort out. We’re history’s actors… 
and you, all of you, will be left to just study what we do.” 

 
I heard the Hollywood Reporter say, “Want someone to blame for the Iraq War? Blame 

Michael Bay.” 
 
I heard Iraqi filmmaker Yahya al-Allaq say, “We need to make a different cinema. Cinema 

about the humans, the people, who live here in Iraq. We’re never ever scared of the 
terrorists you know… We’re fighting them.” 

 
I heard documentary filmmaker Maysoon Pachachi say, of her film Return to the Land of 

Wonders (2006), about her return to Baghdad, “The process of making a documentary 
film is fraught. It is real people’s lives that you are examining, but you’re putting it 
together. Even if you’re trying to be as unmanipulative as possible, it’s still your 
story, your metaphors. I’m aware that when I’m making a film I’m not going to 
resolve this contradiction. It’s like I’m saying, ‘This is what I’ve discovered. I’m 
having to think about it. What do you think about it?’” 

 


